THE RED SCHOOL HOUSE CHANGED... 
SO HAS FRANK HUNTLEY INSURANCE!

NOW OFFERING...

Financial Planning
Mutual Funds
Profit Sharing Plans
Pension Plans

Commercial Insurance and Bonds

BUSINESS... IS MY BUSINESS

128 S.W. 153rd STREET
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
TELEPHONE CH 3-9500

Yes, Frank Huntley Insurance has changed! Our nation's history shows a century of inflation and loss of purchasing power. For this reason we have added Mutual Funds and Financial Planning as another service to you. At the close of our first year we find we have replaced over $3,000,000 of Cash Value life insurance with low-cost term life insurance, plus separate investments in Mutual Funds. In addition we have set up dozens of Mutual Fund Retirement Monthly Withdrawal Plans, Self-employed Retirement Plans, Profit Sharing & Pension Trusts, & College Education Trusts. Why don't you join the more than 6 million shareholders who own over $40 Billion of Mutual Fund Shares? Call for an appointment.

FREE! Write or call for a free copy of "Four Keys to Affluency" by William Rudd, C.L.U., & Registered Investment Advisor.
11 New Highline College Buildings
To Open; More Students Welcome

Highline College will open 11 new buildings in September, bringing the number of college buildings to 27. These are part of a $2.7 million, two-phase plan, which also includes a grade average of 2700 students. The second phase, which will cost $1.9 million, will bring the total to 38 buildings.

The new buildings include a performing arts center, a data processing center, and seven classrooms and laboratories. The performing arts center will house the campus drama and music programs. The data processing center will provide space for special programs offered by the Business and Finance departments. The seven classrooms and laboratories will accommodate students in various fields.

Approximately 2,700 students are enrolled in the college, with an average of about 2700 students per year. This is an increase of about 20 percent over last year's enrollment. The college has been successful in attracting students and is now considering plans for future expansion.

Students may elect to enroll in one or more of the college's 11 new buildings. These include the following:

1. Performing Arts Center
2. Data Processing Center
3. Seven Classrooms and Laboratories

The college also plans to offer a two-year program in information technology, which will include courses in computer science, mathematics, and business.
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Things To Do For Tomorrow

SIX MAJOR SCHOOL PROJECTS UNDERWAY, NINE MORE PLANNED

The Highline School District, which is made up of approximately 40,000 students, has six major school projects underway, and nine more are planned. Their total cost will be approximately $11 million.

In addition, the board has also revised its school construction plans to include nine more school projects. This is an increase of nearly $5 million over the previous plans. The projects are designed to meet the needs of the growing student population.

Not included in these plans are the facilities which are not yet under construction. These include several of the new high schools which are expected to be completed in the next five years.

Highline District funds for the next two years have been allocated for construction of the new high school. The plan is to complete the new high school by 1968.

The Highline District has also approved the construction of a new high school in the south area of the school district. This high school will be completed by 1969. The high school will have a capacity of 2,000 students.

The Highline District has approved the construction of a new high school in the north area of the school district. This high school will be completed by 1970. The high school will have a capacity of 2,000 students.

The Highline District has also approved the construction of a new high school in the west area of the school district. This high school will be completed by 1971. The high school will have a capacity of 2,000 students.

These high schools are being constructed to meet the needs of the growing student population in the Highline School District. The new high schools will provide larger classrooms, more facilities, and better educational opportunities for the students.
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Foreign Language Instruction First Step in Equipping Students With "Eyes" To Look Beyond Our Boundaries

Students Districtwide

In due time, each student of foreign language instruction in Highline School District will be equipped with an ability to understand and express himself in foreign languages. Student of foreign language instruction have been preparing for this task during the past year. For example, the junior high school has increased its enrollment in foreign languages. The number of students enrolled in foreign language instruction in Highline School District during the past year can be calculated by the following formula:

Foreign Language Instruction is First Step in Look Beyond Our Boundaries

Students With "Eyes" To
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JUNIOR HIGH INSTRUCTION -- 7th grade students at Grendale Junior High listen to Spanish lessons on tape.

"Global Frame of Reference" Aim of Today's Social Studies Teacher

AMBITIOUS PROJECT -- Because of a social studies project at Parkside, the students of fourth grade have a great interest in the story of the United States in Washington. They built a scaled relief map of the state showing rivers, mountains, lowlands, and plateaus. Shown admiring their handiwork is (l. to r.) Mike West, Deane Judd, Patricia Hoff and Jeff Sanders.

"The big change is yet to come," Amundson predicted. "There are now more than 40 national research projects in progress, covering all phases of social studies instruction. In addition, the nation will be implementing existing trends during the next several years.

In addition to increased emphasis of the global concept, he cited the following trends:

1. Establishing a conceptual framework for each year's work.
2. Changing the goal of social studies from being a social science to a social science.
3. Increased emphasis of revised views of world politics and economics.
4. Revising the United States in the social sciences.
5. Revising the social sciences in the teaching of social studies.
6. Movement away from survey instruction, replaced in cycles at varying grade levels toward a study of selected topics.
7. Emphasis on content placement at different grades.
8. Greater emphasis on the discovery approach and on the use of inquiry methods in teaching social studies.
9. Development of a multimedia or "systems" approach to the selection of learning materials.
10. Greater emphasis on experimentation and innovation in social science and social science education.

GERMAN INSTRUCTION -- Mr. Rainer High foreign language students learn by hearing German while they are at home. Rather than instructors who themselves taught the language, a two-year evaluation program precedes the establishment of this program through the district.
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